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Abstract  
The results reported in this paper were obtained in the course of an investigation ofa simple model problem of global 
geodynamics and magnetic field of the planet Uranus. The problem leads to an initial-boundary value problem for 
a coupled system of equations of magnetodynamics of an incompressible, electrically conducting, thermo-viscous and 
ferromagnetic Bingham's fluid. The variational formulation of the problem and the existence and uniqueness theorem 
will be given. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the important problems of present geophysics i  the study of geodynamic processes and 
of the geomagnetic f eld in the planet's interior, and the mutual influence of the geomagnetic f elds 
in the core and the mantle of the real Earth. The mathematical analysis of this type of problem is 
given in [3, 41. But new investigations of our planetary system indicate an anomalous field of the 
planet Uranus. This anomalous magnetic field of the planet can be explained by collision with 
a small space body and second-phase transition. The planet's body can then be characterized by 
a thermo-visco-plastic tate in a relatively weak magnetic field. Consequently, thermo-visco-plastic 
rheology, the magnetodynamic theory and the Landau phase transition theory will be used to 
derive the equations describing these processes in the planet. In this paper the planet will be 
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approximated by a moving and heated incompressible Bingham's medium. The boundary 
conditions on the surface of the planet follow from our knowledge of the velocity (or loading, resp.) 
and temperature on the planet surface and from the assumption that the surface of the planet is 
strongly electrically conductive. This model, however, provides an idea of how to investigate the 
anomalous magnetic field of the planet. 
2. Mathematical model 
We shall deal with an incompressible moving Bingham fluid under thermal and magnetic effects. 
Let t2 c •N, N = 2, be a bounded omain with a Lipschitz boundary t~f2, occupied by a homo- 
geneous ferromagnetic Bingham body. Let I = (to, tl ) be a time interval. Furthermore, we shall use 
the notations ui.i = t3ui/axj, lJ = du/t~t =- v and dvddt  = t3vdtgt + vjv~,j. The Einstein summation 
convention over the range of 1 , . . . ,N will be applied. Let n be the vector of the outward unit 
normal at x ~ Of 2. Let [ . , .  ] denote the vector product in R N. 
The strain-displacement, strain rate relation and stress-strain relation of the thermo-Bingham 
medium are defined as 
eij(ll ) = ½(Ui, j "q- Uj, i) , Dij(r ) = eij(lJ ) = ½(Vi, j "~ Vj, i) , i, j = 1, 2, 
z~ = --p3ij  + #Do(Dn )-  1/2 + 2riD,j, z~ = fl, j(T -- To), z~ = H, Bj - (HB)6,j, i, j = 1, 2, 
where r~, ziaj, z~ are the Bingham visco-plastic, thermal and Maxwell's tresses, and # and/~ are the 
thresholds of plasticity and viscosity, p represents he spherical part of stress tensor zo and has the 
meaning of pressure, and 61j is the Kronecker symbol, D~ = ½DijD~j, flij = fl6ij is the coefficient of 
thermal expansion, To > 0 the initial temperature at which the medium is in the initial 
stress-strain state. Furthermore, H and B represent the intensity of the magnetic field and the 
magnetic induction vector, respectively, and B =/d-/, where/~ = 1 + 4re;t, is the magnetic permeab- 
ility, and Z is the magnetic susceptibility, and M = zH represents he magnetization vector. 
The state of the body will be characterized by temperature T, velocity r, the intensity of the 
magnetic field H, and by magnetization M. The magnetization M is a function of position x and the 
velocities of particles v are small in the neighbouring of the Curie point, To, both under weak 
magnetic field H. From the Landau phase change theory (see I-2, 5]), it is known that the behaviour 
of magnetic susceptibility Z near the critical point, the Curie point, is characterized by a discontinu- 
ity of the type (T - T¢)- 1 and such that for T > T¢, M = 0 at H = O, •p = a{  l (p ) (T  -- T~)-  1 > 0 
(for a paramagnetic media), and for T < T¢, M # 0 at H = 0, Xfo = 2-  ~a{ ~(p)(T¢ - T )- 1 > 0 (for 
a ferromagnetic media). Heat capacity c at constant pressure p and H = 0 at Curie point T~ has 
a jump Ac = c v -c f  = -T~(2b(T,p)) - la2(p) ,  where al is a function of pressure p, and b is 
a function of pressure p and temperature T. Since some ferromagnetic rocks change into paramag- 
netic under high temperatures, and since in measurements is practically inaccessible to measure 
T = T~, we shall then assume that Z, #, c, fl are bounded functions. We shall then solve the 
following problem: 
Let f2 c R N, N = 2, be a bounded domain with a Lipschitzian boundary t3t2, occupied by 
a homogeneous ferromagnetic Bingham body. Let f2 p = {x[ T(x)  > T~}, I2 f = {x[ T(x)  < T~}, 
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Qc _ {xl T(x) = To}, f2 = ~t'~Pk..)~c~fk.)~t"~c = U, ¢'~ t, 1 = p, f, c. Let c = c p, fl = tiP, # = #P for x e f2 p, 
c = c f, fl = fit,/~ = #f for xsg2ful2 c. The remaining physical parameters are the same in subdo- 
mains g2 p, O f, f2 ~. In dealing with the motion of the thermo-visco-plastic in ompressible Bingham 
medium under the effect of the magnetic field and heating, the following system of equations for 
temperature T, velocity v = (vi) and magnetic intensity B = (Bi) can be considered in the form: 
pfl i jZoDi j  + pcdT/dt  = W - (x i jT ,  j),i on K2×I, (2.1a) 
p dvl/dt = ( -p6 i j  + tJOij(Dll)-1/2 + 2ftDij + fli j(T -- To) 
+ (H, Bj - (HB)t31j)),j + f ,  B =/d ' /  on f2 × I, (2.1b) 
Divv =0 on f2×I ,  (2.1c) 
OB/& + Rot((/~a) -1RotB)  - Rot [v,B] = 0 on t2 × I, (2.1d) 
DivB = 0 on t2 × I, (2.1e) 
with given p, g, fi, flij, To, la, tr, c, (W~j). Moreover, the following boundary conditions: 
T(x, t) = 0 (or x i jOT(x  , t)/Oxjni = q, resp.) on 0t21 x I, (2.2a) 
OT(x,t) 
• i j - -  ni = 0 on 002 x I, (2.2b) 
0xj 
v(x,t) = 0 on 00 x I, (2.2c) 
B(x,t)n = 0, [n, RotB]  = 0 on 012xI, (2.2d) 
and initial conditions 
T(x, to) = O, v(x, to) = O, B(x, to) = 0 
are considered in the above system of equations. 
(2.3a-c) 
3. Variational formulation of the problem 
As in [4] we shall define the following spaces: we introduce space D(f2) as the space of all 
functions in C~° (t2) with a compact support in t2. The space has an ordinary countable system of 
seminorms and, as usual, D(f2, R N) = [D(t2)] N. The Sobolev spaces of functions having generalized 
derivatives of order s are denoted [HS(t2)] k = Hs'k(t2). The norm will be denoted by II "ll,.k, the 
scalar product by (.,.)~ (for each integer k). We put H°'k(fl) = Lk(t2) and denote ( . , . )  the scalar 
product in L k2 (f2) (as there is no danger of confusion with k). Denote by H ~ k(g2) the closure of D (f2) 
in the norm of space H~'k(f2). Moreover, we shall denote by I1"11 E the equivalent norm in HI'N(t2) 
induced by small strain tensor eij, i.e., II u [I ~ -- Soeij(u)eo(u) dx + II u II 2 0,N. 
Moreover, for s f> 1 we define the following spaces as 
1H~'N(Q) = {vlv ~ Hs'N(o) ,  Div v = 0; v = 0 on 0f2} =I]  ~ Hs'N(Q'),  N = 2, 
l 
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2Hs'N(Q) ---- {C[ CeHs'N(Q), DivC = 0; nC = 0 on 0a} ----I-[2H~'N(~'), N = 2, 
! 
3HS" 1(~2) -- {z I z ~ H s' I(Q), z -- 0 on Of 2} =I-I 3 H ~, N(12,), 
I 
H_ s = xHs'N(Q) X 2Hs'N(Q) X 3HS' I(Q). 
We put _n 1= _n. Then lf(Q)____ 1H1,N(f2)ND((2, RN). 1Hs,N(~2) is a Hilbert space with norm 
I1" II+,u. For the sake of simplicity, we put 1HI"N(f2)= 'H(f2), I1" II1 = I1" II 1,N, and in H°'N(f2), 
II" Iio = II-II0,N- We shall denote wj the eigenfunctions of canonical isomorphism 
tAs" 1Hs'N ~ (1Hs'N)', i.e., (w, v)s = ~.i(wj, V)VV e 1us'N, II wj Iio, 1 = 1. Let 2oef(f2) = 2H1' 1(~r'2)O 
D(f2, RN). 2H~'N(f2), S /> 1, be a Hilbert space with the norm I1" II,.N. We put 2H(f2) = 2HI"N(f2). 
Furthermore, 3~(f2) = 3H 1.1 (f2)c~D(f2). 3H~, 1 (f2), s >t 1, is a Hilbert space with the norm I1" I1+. We 
put 3H(f2)= 3H1'1((2). Similarly as above, we define Cj and zj, Cje2Hs'N(f2), z~eSHs'a(f2), 
eigenfunctions of canonical isomorphisms 2A~: 2HS'N ~ (2H~'N)' and 3A~: 3HS' 1 ~ (3HS, 1),. By 
(1H~'N(f2))' we shall denote the dual space of 1H~'N(f2), and similarly in all other cases. Further- 
more, we define the following spaces: 
IH = {v Iv e L2(I; 1Hs'N(Q)), v' E L2(I; IH°'N(12)), V(to) = 0} = I-I IH', 
I 
2H = {C[ CeL2(I; 2HS'N(Q)), C'E L2(I; 2H°'N(~2)), C(to) ----0) = 1-12H ',
I 
3H = {z I z ~ L2 (I; 3H"  1 (12)), z' e L2(I; 3H°' 1 (f2)), Z(to) = 0} = I-I 3H',  
! 
_H = I-I H '  = IH× 2H× 3H. 
! 
Throughout  the paper we shall assume that the body forces f(x, t) e L2(I, H x, 2(0)) and thermal 
sources W (x, t) e L2 (I; H 1,1 (f2)), I = <to, t a >. We assume that density p, the thresholds of plastic- 
ity and viscosity j and fi, and electric conductivity a are positive constants. Specific heat c and 
magnetic permeability/~ are constants in g2p and Of. The coefficient of thermal expansion (~u) will 
be assumed such that Oflu/ax j e L~ (f2) Vi, j = 1, 2. We assume that x u e L~ (f2) are Lipschitzian on 
f2, that they fulfil the usual symmetry condition x/j = xj~ on f2 for every i, j = 1, 2, and that 
Kij~i~j ~ CT II 2 ~111.2, ~Q,~ ~R2, CT=COnSt>0.  (3.1) 
For v, w e H 1,2 (12), B, C e H x, 2 (f2), T, z e H 1, 1 (I2), we put 
aT(T,z)= f xijTiz, idx, a(v,w) = 2 f Du(v)Du(w)dx , (3.2a, b) 
bM(B,C) = (a(kt)- iRotB,  Rot C), (3.2c) 
j(v) = 2 fa (Dn(v)) 1/2 dx, (3.2d) 
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bo(V,g,Z) = ~t pCVkg.kZdX, b(u,v,w) = fapuivj, iwjdx, (3.2e, f) 
b~(T,v)= f (fli, T).jvidx, bp(v,g)= f pTofl,jvi.,gdx. (3.2g, h) 
Thus we introduce the bilinear form A on _H for a = (T, v,B), at = (z,w,C) by 
A(a, at) = aT(T, z) + fta(v, w) + bM(B, C), (3.2i) 
the matrix 
8=(g i j ) ,  g i j=Pf i j ,  i= l  . . . . .  5, j=1 ,2 ,  
~ij = (/Z)- l¢~ij, i = 1 , . . . ,  5, j = 3, 4, (3.2j) 
8 u=pc6i j ,  i= l  . . . . .  5, j=5 ,  
and the right-hand side 
P = (w, f, O)~L2(I; nl'2N+l(t2)), N = 2. (3.2k) 
As 
Dij = 1/2(/if)- 1(1 - -  g"t 'H 1/2)17D, Dij(u)Dij(v) <~ 2O~12(u)Ol,/2(v), 
where ~/~ is the stress tensor deviator and Tn = (~ + 2/~D~/2) .
Let v, w e 1H 1.2 (t2), B, C e 2H 1.2 (t2). Then, according to (2. lb) and Maxwell's stresses for incom- 
pressible media, we have: 
(c~/c~xi((/z)-llBI2),wi) = 0, since Divw = 0, (3.3) 
(Rot (r/o Rot B), (#)- 1C) : [ (0")- I(/Z)- 2 In, Rot B] C ds + (no Rot B, Rot ((/Z)- 1 63) 
J~ [2 
= (no RotB,  Rot ((/Z)- 163) (3.4) 
as [n, Rot B] = 0 on t3t2, where t/o = (a/z)-1 
(d/dxi( /z)- ~ BIB), w) = ( (/Z)- lw, BitgB/dxi - grad ½ IBI 2) 
= - ((/Z)-~Rot[w,B],B), as ((/z)-~w, grad½lBI 2) = 0 (3.5) 
(for Div w = 0 and w = 0 on dr2), hence 
(d/gxi( (/z)- ' BIB), w) + ((/Z)- ' Rot [w,B], B) = O, 
b(v, v, v) = O. 
We multiply (2.1a, b, d) by z-T(t), w-  v(t), C -  B(t), respectively, and add up the first three 
equations. We integrate both the sum and the last equation over t2 = U, f2'. We apply the Green 
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theorem respecting the boundary conditions. According to (3.3)-(3.5) terms (t3/Ox~((lO-1lB(t)12), 
wi -- vi(t)), (~/Oxi((la)- 1Bi(t)B(t)), v(t)), ((/z)- 1 Rot [v(t), B(t)], B(t)) vanish. After some modification 
(including, inter alia, the integration in time over interval I and substitution J (w) = S~j(w(t)) dt) we 
obtain the following variational formulation: 
Find vector function a -= (v, B, T) ~ _H such that 
f1[~a'( t ) ,  - at(t) - a(t)) + (~(a(t)), at(t) - a(t)) + (P(t), at(t) - a(t)) at(t) a(t)) + A(a(t), 
+ j j (w(t) )  -- ~jj(v(t))]dt >>. 0 Vat =- (w, C,z)rH_,  (3.6a) 
where 
(Z(a(t)), at(t) -- a(t)) = (Zo(a(t)), a(t), at(t) -- a(t)) + bs(T(t) - To,  w(t) - v(t)) 
+ b~(v(t), z(t) - T(t)), (3.6b) 
(~o(a(t)), a(t), at(t) - a(t)) = b(v(t), v(t), w(t) - v(t)) + bo(v(t), T(t), z(t) - T(t)) 
+ (O/c~xi((la) -1Bi(t)B(t)) ,  w(t) - v(t)) 
_ ((#)- 1 Rot [v(t), B(t)], C(t) - B(t)). (3.6c) 
The motivation for such a definition of the variational (weak) solution arises from the fact that 
domain f2 x I decomposes into domains O p x I and O f × I corresponding to T > Tc and T < To, 
respectively, bounded by smooth phase change boundary S2(t), the so-called free boundary, on 
which T = T~, such that (2.1)-(2.3) holds classically and such that they display a discontinuity 
across $2(t)/2, flij and c. 
The Gronwall lemma and Lemma 1 of [4] (see also [1]) will be used to prove the main result of 
this study. Moreover. 
ar (T ,z )  = aT(Z, T),  a(u,v) = a(v,u), b~(B,C)  = bM(C,B), A(at,~) = A(~,at). 
For Ts  3H1' 1 (f2), vs  1H 1' 2(f2), Be  2H1'2(O) there exist constants CT > 0, CB > 0, CM > 0, such that 
aT(T,  T) >>" CTII TII 21,1, a(v,v) >~ callvl121,2, b~(B,B) >~ c~IIBII~,2 
'7'Te3nX'X(O), VveIHL2(O), VBE2HX'2(O). (3.7a-c) 
Thus for a = (T, v,B) and at = (z, w, C) there exists a suitable positive constant c, independent of at, 
such that 
2 for all at ~ H. (3.8) A(at, at) >/c, II atll 1,2N+2 
From the Hr lder  inequality applied to b(t; u, v,w) we have [6]: 
I b(u, v, w) l ~< c111 u II L~¢O~ II W II L~IO) .~. II Divj II L~¢~), (3.9) 
l ,  J 
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where 
2/p + ½ = 1. (3.10) 
Applying Lemma 1 of [4] (see also [1]) we have 
I b(u, v, w) l ~< c2 II u II L,~(o)II w II L,~(~)II VII 1.2" (3.11) 
Since (see [4, 6]) 
1/2 1/2 IlVlll/2,m ~< cllv L~<o) IIvlI,,2 and n1/2,2(f2) c L~(f2), (3.12) 
for p from (3.10), then 
1/2 I 1/2 IIVlIL,~(~I ~< c31lvlll,z v L~(~) VvEH~'2(~2), (3.13) 
From (3.11) and (3.13) we obtain 
1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
Ib(u,v,w)l <<. c411ullx,211ulLo.211wllx.2llwllo.211vlll,u. (3.14) 
Furthermore, if u, v, w e x~([2), then b (u, v, w) + b(u, w, v) = 0 and the last equality is also valid for 
u ~ L 2(t2), v, we  1Hl'2(f2). Also b(u ,u ,  v) = - b(u, v ,u)  for u, vE 1~(I2). 
Similarly bo(u,y,z)+ bo(u,z ,y)= O, ue  1H°'Z(t2), y, z e Ho1'l(t2) and there exist positive con- 
stants c5 independent of z, u, y such that 
1/2 1/2 1/2 (3.15) Ibo(u,y,z)l <~csIlull~/,~llu o,211YlIx,xlIY o, 111z111,~. 
Since 
(c3/Oxi( (#)- 1 BIB), w) = fo (1~)- 1 (BBi,~ + B~B i)w dx 
= ((#)- tBiB, dw/Oxl) (due to DivB = 0), (3.16) 
((/a)- 1Rot[v,B], C) = fo(/z )- l(vi.jBj - vj,jBi + viBj,j - vjBi.j) Cidx 
- :o(l~)- l(viBj - vjBi)(Cj.i - Ci.~) dx = - ((#)- 1 [v,B], Rot C), 
(3.17) 
where the Green theorem and boundary conditions were applied, there exist positive constants 
c6 and c7 such that 
I(O/Oxi((la) - 1BIB), w)l <~ C6 liB II ~,2 liB II o,2 II w I1 a,2, (3.18) 
1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 iCl] 1, 2 I((/~)-aRot[v, B], C)I <~CTIIVllx,zllVllo,21lBllL211BIIo, 2 . (3.19) 
Therefore, due to estimates (3.9), (3.11), (3.14), (3.15), (3.18) and (3.19), there exist positive 
constants cs independent of ~, ~, such that 
1/2 N = 2. (3.20) I~o(~,~,r)l ~< c8 I1~111,2N+ I 11~11O,2N+111rll , ,2N+,, 
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Moreover, have the following estimate: 
IXl = Ibs(T - To, v) + bp(V, T)I 
~< c(1 + II T(t)ll 1,111v(t)llo, m+ II T(t)llo, 111v(t)ll 1,m), (3.21) 
as we have assumed that Ofl~j/dxj ~ L°°(f~) Vi, j, and where constant c does not depend on 5. 
The main result yields the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. Let N = 2. Let f2 = t,3,~2', z = p, f let 
W ~ L2(I; (3H L2(O))'), f~L2( l ;  (1HI'2(Q))'). (3.22a) 
Then, there exists vector function a - ( T ,v ,B)  such that 
T~L2(I; 3HI'I(Q))nL~(I; 3H°'l(Q)), T'~L2(I;  (3H1' I(Q))'), (3.22b) 
v~L2( I ;  IHl'2(f2))nLo~(I; 1H°'2(f2)), v' eL2( I ;  (1Hl'2(f2))'), (3.22c) 
BeL2( I ;  2Hl'2(f2))c~L~(I; 2H°'2(t2)), B'  eL2( I ;  (2Hl'2(t2))'), (3.22d) 
T(to) -- 0, V(to) = 0, B(to) = 0 (3.23) 
and satisfies (3.6). 
Proof. (outline). Regularization will be used to prove the theorem. Let Jr(w) be a regularized 
functional of functional J(w) defined as 
Jr(w) = f l  ~jt(w(t)) dt, (3.24) 
where jt(w(t)) = 2(1 + e)-lSt~(Dn(w'(t))) {1/2)0 +°dx, e > 0, for which 
= ~ gDII(V) {1/2)(t- 1)Dij(v)Dij(w)dxdt. (3.25) (J't(v), w) Jo ×I  
Problem (3.6a) is then replaced by the following regularized problem (~,)v: 
Find vector function at = (Tt, vt, B~)~H such that 
f {(Sa',(t), ~(t) - a~(t)) + A(at(t), ~(t) - at(t)) + (Z(at(t)), ~(t) - a(t)) 
- (P(t), at(t) - at(t))} d t+ Jr(w) - Jt(vt(t))/> 0 Vat - (w, C,z) ~ _H, (3.26) 
where E is defined by (3.6b, c). 
The proof is a parallel of that in I-4] for the bounded coefficients and depends on the following: 
(a) proving the existence of the solution of (3.26), which, as in [4-1, is based on the Galerkin 
approximation, 
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(b) deriving a priori estimates I and II independent of e, 
(c) performing the limitation procedures over m and e, 
(d) proving the uniqueness of the solution. 
A priori estimates I and II: 
Using (3.5), (3,21) and b(v,v,v) = 0 we obtain 
(c~/dxi((#)- 1Bmi(t)Bm(t)), l~m(t)) -b ((/~)- 1 Rot[t.(t), Bm(t)],Bm(t)) = 0, (3.27) 
b(Vm(t) ,  Vm([), Vm(t)) : O, (3 .28)  
bo(vm(t), Tin(t), Tin(t)) = 0 (3.29) 
IXml = [b~(Tm - To, I~m) "[- bp(Vm, Tm)l (3.30) 
~< c(1 + II Tm(t) l[1,111Vm(t)l[o,2 + II Tm(t) l[o,, Ilvm(t) LIL2), 
where c is a positive constant independent of m and of e. 
The integration of the Galerkin approximation (with V(t) = am(t)) in time over lm= (to, tm) yields 
f [(ga'~(t), a.(t)) + A(a.(t), a.(t)) + (Z(am(t)),a~(t)) - (P(t),a.(t))] dt 
m 
+ (J'e(Vm(t), a,(t)) : 0. (3.31) 
Since (J',(v), v) >1 0, in view of the ellipticity (3.7) of the bilinear form A(a, at), due to (3.29) and 
(3.30), and after some modification we obtain 
eo[lam(t)ll2,2 + 2c~t" i[am(Z ) 2 I[ 1,2 dz (3.32) 
m 
~< 2cf. (1 + II Tm(~)l[1., IIv.(z)llo.= + IITm(z)llo, lllv.(z)lll,N)dZ + 2f~ II P(z) II. II a,.(z) [I 1.2 dz, 
i// ,)/ m m 
where eo = min {(p)1/2, (#)-1/2, (pc)l/z}, I1" 11, is the norm in (IHl'2(f2))'. According to the Gron- 
wall lemma (see [4]) after some more algebra we arrive at the following estimates: 
[I am(t)II o, 2 ~< c, t ~ I, ~i II a.(z)II 12, 2 dz ~< c, (3.33) 
where c = const > 0 independent of m. 
Linear form a --, A(a, at) for fixed at is continuous on _/2/so that 
A(a(t), at) = (ABa(t), at), AB ~ _~(H_, (_H)'), (3.34) 
and consequently 
(,~a'~ + ABam + t3j'eVm) W h~ - P, ate) = O, 1 <<, j <~ m. (3.35) 
Hence ,~a'm = Sm(P-  ABam- Oj'~(Vm)- hm), where Sm is orthogonal projection _H o --* ~¢/~" and 
where ~V" is the space spanned by {atil 1 ~< j ~< m}. As in [4], 
II s.elltu_~), ~< c lip II (u~)'. (3.36) 
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Estimates (3.33) and (3.36) prove that 
{am(t); m e N} is a bounded subset in L2(I; _H), 
a'~(t) is a bounded subset of L2(I; (_H')'). (3.37) 
The convergence of the finite-dimensional approximation, i.e., the limitation procedure over m, 
e being fixed, follows as in [4-1 from (3.37) together with the fact that X(t) = J'~(v~ (t)). Since the 
system of functions {~} is complete in _H I, the regularized problem (~r)v yields 
f l  ' ~ =" 
[(Sa~(t), at(t)) + A(a~(t), at(t)) + (,~(a~(t)), at(t)) + (X(t),w(t)) 0 VatsH 1 
Regularized problem (:~,)v and (3.33) having been satisfied, it is sufficient to prove that 
x( t )  = 
To prove the limitation procedure over e, we define for at ~ _H fixed 
Y~ = fl [(°~at'(t)'at(t) - a~(t)) + A(a~(t),at(t) - a~(t)) 
+ (~(a~(t ) ) ,  at(t) - a~(t))  - (P(t ) ,  at(t) - a~(t))] dt + JE(w) - J~(v~), Y~ >i O. 
Since there exists subsequence {a~(t)} such that 
a~(t)-~a(t) in Lo~(I;H_ °) .-weakly and weakly in L2(I; _H~), 
a'~(t)--, a'(t) weakly in L2(I; (_H1) ') 
and as liminfS1 j~(v~(t))dt >i S1j(v(t))dt, then, as in [-4-1, we have proved that (T(t), v(t), B(t)) 
satisfies (3.6a) and that a'(t) is a bounded subset of L2(I; (-H1),). 
The uniqueness of the solution can be proved by the usual technique as in [4]. [] 
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